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8 FINITENESS OF MAPPING DEGREES AND PSL(2,R)-VOLUME

ON GRAPH MANIFOLDS

PIERRE DERBEZ AND SHICHENG WANG

ABSTRACT. For given closed orientable3-manifoldsM andN letD(M,N) be
the set of mapping degrees fromM to N . We address the problem: For which
N , D(M,N) is finite for allM? The answer is known in Thurston’s picture of
closed orientable irreducible 3-manifolds unless the target is a non-trivial graph
manifold. We prove that for each closed non-trivial graph manifoldN ,D(M,N)
is finite for all graph manifoldM .

The proof uses a recently developed standard forms of maps between graph
manifolds and the estimation of thegPSL(2,R)-volume for certain class of graph
manifolds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let M andN be two closed oriented3-dimensional manifolds. LetD(M,N)
be the set of degree of maps fromM to N , that is

D(M,N) = {d ∈ Z |f : M → N, deg(f) = d}.

According to [CT], M. Gromov think it is a fundamental problem in topology
to determine the setD(M,N). A basic property ofD(M,N) is reflected in the
following

Question1. (see also [Re2, Problem A] and [W2, Question 1.3]): For whichclosed
orientable3-manifold N , the setD(M,N) is finite for all closed orientable3-
manifoldsM?

This answer is known in Thurston’s picture of closed orientable irreducible 3-
manifolds unless the target is a non-trivial graph manifold. We are going to explain
this.

Thurston’s geometrization conjecture states that a closedorientable irreducible
3-manifoldN has a unique family of JSJ-toriTN such thatN \ TN consists of
hyperbolic pieces and Seifert pieses ([Th2], [JS], and [Jo]). A closed orientable,
irreducible 3-manifold is calledgeometrizableif it satisfies Thurston’s geometriza-
tion conjecture. Call a geometrizable 3-manifoldN is a graph manifold if all com-
ponents inN \ TN are Seifert pieces. Call a graph manifoldN is non-trivial if it is
not covered by either a Seifert manifold or a torus bundle.

Let ω be a non-zero and non-negative3-manifold invariant. Sayω hasde-
gree propertyor simply Property D, if for any mapf : M → N , thenω(M) ≥
|deg(f)|ω(N). Sayω hascovering propertyor simplyProperty C, if for any cov-
eringp : M → N , ω(M) = |deg(f)|ω(N). The invariants with PropertyD are
important to study Question 1 due to the following fact (see Lemma 3.1):

Fact (*) If ω has propertyD and if N admits a finite coveringÑ such that
ω(Ñ) 6= 0 then the setD(M,N) is finite for allM .

Two 3-manifold invariants having PropertyD are known.
(1) Simplical volume‖‖ defined in [G]: For geometrizable 3-manifolds,‖N‖

is proportional to the sum of the hyperbolic volumes of the hyperbolic pieces in
N \ TN , and moreover‖‖ has Property C. ([G], [Th1], [So]).

(2) P̃SL(2,R)-volumeSV introduced in [BG1] and [BG2]: It is non-zero for
Seifert manifolds supporting̃PSL(2,R) geometry.

With those two invariants, it follows that for any geometrizable 3-manifoldN
if either N \ TN has a hyperbolic piece orN supports theP̃SL(2,R) geometry,
thenD(M,N) is finite for anyM . On the other hand, supposeN is either covered
by a torus bundle, or a Seifert manifold not supporting thẽPSL(2,R) geometry,
it is known thatD(N,N) is infinite. Hence for the geometrizable 3-manifolds,
Question 1 is reduced to

Question2. SupposeN is a non-trivial graph manifold, isD(M,N) finite for all
closed orientable3-manifoldsM?
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It is clear that the simplicial volume is vanishing on graph manifolds. Based on
Fact (*), it is natural to ask

Question3. Let N be a closed orientable non-trivial graph manifold. Does
SV (Ñ) 6= 0 for some finite covering̃N of N?

The P̃SL(2,R)-volume is rather strange and was very little known. It can
be either zero or non-zero for hyperbolic 3-manifolds [BG1]; if it has Property
C is still unclear, and it was not addressed for 3-manifolds with non-trivial JSJ-
decomposition since it was introduced more than 20 years ago.

One main result of this paper is a partial answer of Question 3: we verify that for
non-trivial graph manifoldsN with ”simplest” gluing, they do have finite cover̃N
with SV (Ñ) 6= 0 (Proposition 4.1), and it follows that Question 2 has positive an-
swer for each non-trivial closed graph manifold whose dual graph has two vertices
and one edge. Such a partial answer, combined with the standard form of nonzero
degree maps developed in [D1], enable us to solve Question 2 when we restrict on
graph manifolds.

Theorem 1.1. For any given closed non-trivial graph manifoldN , D(M,N) is
finite for any graph manifoldM .

Remark1.2. Some facts related to Theorem 1.1 are known before:D(N,N) is
finite for any non-trivial graph manifoldN ([W1], see also [D2]). The covering
degrees is uniquely determined by the graph manifolds involved [YW].

This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we define the objects which will be used in the paper: For graph

manifolds, we will define their coordinates and gluing matrices, canonical fram-
ings, the standard forms of nonzero degree maps, the absolute Euler number and
the absolute volume. We also recall̃PSL(2,R)-volume and its basic properties.

In Section 3 we state and prove some results on coverings of graph manifolds
which will be used in the paper.

Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Proposition 4.1. The strategy is to use a
finite sequence of coverings to get a very ”large” and ”symmetric” covering space
which allows some free action of a finite cyclic group so that the quotient can be
sent onto a 3-manifold supporting̃PSL(2,R) geometry via a nonzero degree map.

In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.1. The strategy is to use the standard form
of nonzero degree maps between graph manifolds to show that one can reduce the
problem to the case where the target is a graph manifold satisfying the hypothesis
of Proposition 4.1.

2. NOTATIONS AND KNOWN RESULTS

From now on all 3-manifolds are irreducible and oriented, and all graph mani-
folds are non-trivial.

SupposeF (resp. P ) is a properly embedded surface (resp. an embedded 3-
manifold) in a 3-manifoldM . We useM \F (resp.M \P ) to denote the resulting
manifold obtained by splittingM alongF (resp. removing intP , the interior ofP ).
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2.1. Coordinated graph manifolds and gluing matrices. LetN be a graph man-
ifold. Denote byTN the family of JSJ tori ofN , by N∗ the setN \ TN =
{Σ1, ...,Σn} of the JSJ pieces ofN , by τ : ∂N∗ → ∂N∗ the associated sewing
involution defined in [JS].

A dual graphof N , denoted byΓN , is given as follows: each vertex represents
a JSJ piece ofN ; each edge represents a JSJ torus ofN ; an edgee connects two
verticesv1 andv2 (may bev1 = v2) if and only if the corresponding JSJ torus is
shared by the corresponding JSJ pieces.

Call a dual graphΓN directedif each edge ofΓN is directed, in other words, is
endowed with an arrow. OnceΓN is directed, the sewing involutionτ becomes a
well defined map, still denoted byτ : ∂N∗ → ∂N∗.

SupposeN∗ contains no pieces homeomorphic toI(K), the twistedI-bundle
over the Klein bottle.

Let Σ be an oriented Seifert manifold which admits a unique Seifert fibration,
up to isotopy, and∂Σ 6= ∅. Denote byh the homotopy class of the regular fiber
of Σ, by O the base 2-orbifold ofΣ and byΣ0 the space obtained fromΣ after
removing the singular fibers ofΣ. ThenΣ0 is a S

1-bundle over a surfaceO0

obtained fromO after removing the exceptional points. Then there exists a cross
sections : O0 → Σ0. CallΣ is coordinated, if

(1) such a sections : O0 → Σ0 is chosen,
(2) both∂O0 andh are oriented so that their product orientation is matched with

the orientation of∂Σ induced by that ofΣ.
OnceΣ is coordinated, then the orientation on∂O0 and the oriented fiberh

gives a basis ofH1(T ;Z) for each componentT of ∂Σ. We also say thatΣ is
endowed with a(s, h)-basis.

SinceN∗ has noI(K)-components then each componentΣi of N∗ admits a
unique Seifert fibration, up to isotopy. Moreover each componentΣi has the ori-
entation induced fromN . Call N is coordinated, if each componentΣi of N∗ is
coordinated andΓN is directed.

OnceN is coordinated, then each torusT in TN is associated with a unique2×2-
matrix AT provided by the gluing mapτ | : T−(s−, h−) → T+(s+, h+): where
T−, T+ are two torus components in∂N∗ provided byT , with basis(s−, h−) and
(s+, h+) respectively, and

τ(s−, h−) = (s+, h+)AT .

Call {AT , T ∈ T } thegluing matrices.

2.2. Canonical framings and canonical submanifold.Let Σ denote an ori-
entable Seifert manifold with regular fiberh. A framingα of Σ is to assign a simple
closed essential curve not homotopic to the regular fiber ofΣ, for each component
T of ∂Σ. Denote byΣ(α) the closed Seifert 3-manifold obtained fromΣ after
Dehn fillings along the familyα and denote byπΣ : Σ → Σ(α) the natural quo-
tient map. Letp : Σ̃ → Σ be a finite covering. Assume thatΣ andΣ̃ are endowed
with a framingα andα̃. Then we say that(Σ̃, α̃) covers(Σ, α) if each component
of α̃ is a component ofp−1(α). In this case, the mapp : (Σ̃, α̃) → (Σ, α) extends
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to a mapp̂ : Σ̃(α̃) → Σ(α) and the Euler number ofΣ(α) is nonzero iff the Euler
number ofΣ̃(α̃) is nonzero by [LW]. WhenN contains noI(K)-component in
its JSJ-decomposition, each Seifert pieceΣ of N∗ is endowed with acanonical
framingαΣ given by the regular fiber of the Seifert pieces ofN∗ adjacent toΣ.
Denote byΣ̂ the spaceΣ(αΣ). By minimality of JSJ decomposition,̂Σ admits a
unique Seifert fibration extending that ofΣ.

Call a submanifoldL of a graph manifoldN is canonicalif L is a union of some
components ofN \T , whereT is subfamily ofTN . Similarly callαL = {tU ⊂ U}
wheretU is the regular fiber of the Seifert piece adjacent toL along the component
U , whenU runs over the components of∂L, the canonical framing ofL, and
denote bŷL the closed graph 3-manifold obtained fromL after Dehn fillings along
the familyαL. From the definition we have

Lemma 2.1. For a given closed graph manifoldM , there are only finitely many
canonical framed canonical submanifolds(L,αL), and thus only finitely manŷL.

2.3. Standard forms of nonzero degree maps.We recall here two results which
are proved in [D1] in a more general case. The first result is related to the standard
forms of nonzero degree maps.

Proposition 2.2. ([D1, Lemma 3.4]) For a given closed graph manifoldM , there
is a finite setH = {M1, ...,Mk} of closed graph manifolds satisfying the following
property: for any nonzero degree mapg : M → N into a closed non-trivial graph
manifoldN without I(K) piece inN∗, there exists someMi in H and a map
f : Mi → N such that:

(i) deg(f) = deg(g),
(ii) for each pieceQ in N∗, f−1(Q) is a canonical submanifold ofM .

The following technical ”mapping lemma” will be also useful:

Lemma 2.3. ([D1, Lemma 4.3]) Supposef : M → N is a map between closed
graph manifolds andN∗ contains noI(K) piece. LetS andS′ be two components
ofM∗ which are adjacent inM along a subfamilyT of TM and satisfy:

(i) f(S′) ⊂ int(Σ′) for some pieceΣ′ ofN∗,
(ii) f∗([hS ]) 6= 1, wheretS is the regular fiber ofS.
Then there exists a pieceΣ of N∗ and a homotopy off supported in a regular

neighborhood ofS such thatf(S) ⊂ int(Σ). Moreover iff(hS) is not homotopic
to a non-trivial power of the regular fiber ofΣ, then one can chooseΣ = Σ′.

[D1, Lemma 4.3] was stated for Haken manifolds. Since here weconsider only
non-trivial graph manifolds instead of Haken manifolds, then we can state [D1,
Lemma 4.3] in term of the JSJ-pieces ofN instead of in term of the charactersitic
Seifert pair ofN .

2.4. P̃SL(2,R)-volume, absolute volume, and absolute Euler number.
P̃SL(2,R)-volumeSV is introduced in [BG1] and [BG2]. (It is also considered
as a special case of volumes of representations, see [Re1], [Re2] and [WZ]). Two
basic properties ofSV are reflected in the following
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Lemma 2.4. (i) SV has PropertyD [BG1],
(ii) If N supportsP̃SL(2,R) geometry, i.e.,N admits a Seifert fibration with

nonzero Euler numbere(N) and whose base2-orbifold ON has a negative Euler
characteristic, then[BG2]

SV (N) =

∣∣∣∣
χ2(ON )

e(N)

∣∣∣∣ .

WhenN is a closed graph manifold with noI(K) piece inN∗, using the nota-
tions introduced in Section 2.2, one can define the so-calledabsolute volume|SV |
by setting

|SV |(N) =
∑

Σ∈N∗

SV (Σ̂).

In the same way one can define theabsolute Euler numberof N by setting

|e|(N) =
∑

Σ∈N∗

|e(Σ̂)|.

In Section 3.3 we will study the relations between|e|(N) and |SV |(N) (see
Lemma 3.6).

3. REDUCTION OF COMPLEXITY VIA COVERINGS

In this section we state some results on finite coverings of surfaces and 3-
manifolds which will be used in the proofs of Proposition 4.1and Theorem 1.1.

3.1. Two general statements.The first result says that to prove the finiteness of
the setD(M,N) one can replaceN by a finite covering of it.

Lemma 3.1. (1) LetM andN denote two closed oriented manifolds of the same
dimension and letp : N ′ → N be a finite covering ofN . If D(P,N ′) is finite for
any closed manifoldP then the setD(M,N) is finite.

(2) If all manifolds involved in (1) are graph manifolds, then the conclusion of
(1) is still hold.

Proof. (1) For each nonzero degree mapf : M → N , let M(f) be the connected
covering space ofM corresponding to the subgroupf−1

∗ (p∗(π1N
′)) of π1M which

we denote byr : M(f) → M . Let f ′ : M(f) → N ′ be a lift of f , thenp ◦ f ′ =
f ◦ r. We claim that the set

C = {M(f), when f runs over the nonzero degree maps from M to N}

is finite. To see this, first note that the index off−1
∗ (p∗(π1N

′)) in π1M is bounded
by the index ofp∗(π1N ′) in π1N . Indeed, the homomorphismf∗ : π1M → π1N
descends through an injective map

f̄∗ :
π1M

f−1
∗ (p∗(π1N ′))

→
π1N

p∗(π1N ′)
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Sinceπ1M contains at most finitely many subgroup of a bounded index, itfollows
thatM(f) has only finitely many choices which proves that the setC is finite. By
the construction we have

deg(f) =
deg(p)

deg(r)
deg(f ′).

By the finiteness of the setC and assumption onN ′, the set of{deg(f ′)|f : M ′ →
N ′,M ′ ∈ C} is finite. Clearlydeg(r) have only finitely many choice, so the lemma
is proved.

(2) If M andN are graph manifolds, then all manifoldsM(f), N ′ in the proof
of (1) are graph manifolds. Clearly (2) follows. �

Lemma 3.2. Let N be a closed 3-manifold with non-trivial JSJ-decomposition.
Then there exists a2-fold coveringÑ ofN such that each JSJ-torus of̃N is shared
by two different pieces of̃N∗.

Proof. Let {T1, ..., Tk} be the union JSJ-tori ofN with eachTi is shared by the
same piece ofN∗. Let e1, ..., ek be the corresponding edges inΓN . Thene1, ..., ek
are the edges ofΓN with the two ends of eachei being at the same vertex. Clearly
H1(ΓN ;Z) = 〈e1〉 ⊕ ...⊕ 〈ek〉 ⊕G.

FIGURE 1.

Let r : N → ΓN be the retraction. Consider the following epimorphism

φ : H1(N,Z)
r∗→ H1(ΓN ;Z)

q
→ 〈e1〉 ⊕ ...⊕ 〈ek〉

λ
→ Z/2Z

wherer∗ is induced byr, q is the projection, andλ is defined byλ([ei]) = 1 for
i = 1, ..., k. Then the double covering̃N of N corresponding toφ satisfies the
conclusion of the lemma, since the double covering ofΓN corresponding toλ ◦ q,
which is the dual graph of̃N , contains no edge with two ends being at the same
vertex. See Figure 1 for the local picture. �

3.2. Separable and characteristic coverings.Let N be a closed graph manifold
without I(K) JSJ-piece. LetT be a union of tori and letm be a positive integer.
Call a coveringp : T̃ → T m-characteristicif for each componentT of T and
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for each component̃T of T̃ overT , the restrictionp| : T̃ → T is the covering
map associated to the characteristic subgroup of indexm × m in π1T . Call a
finite coveringÑ → N of a graph manifoldN m-characteristic if its restriction to
TÑ → TN is m-characteristic.

Next we define theseparable coverings. LetΣ be a component ofN∗ with base
2-orbifold O. Let Σ0, O0, ands : O0 → Σ0 are be given as in Section 2.1. Let
p : Σ̃ → Σ denote a finite covering. Recall thatp is a fiber preserving map.

Recall that thevertical degreeof p is the integerdv such thatp∗(h̃) = hdv ,
whereh andh̃ denote the homotopy class of the regular fiber inΣ andΣ̃, and the
horizontal degreedh is the degree of the induced branched coveringp̄ : Õ → O,
whereÕ denotes the base of the bundleΣ̃. We havedeg(p) = dv × dh.

On the other hand,p induces a finite coveringp| : Σ̃0 = p−1(Σ0) → Σ0 and
a coveringp|b : F̃0 → O0, with F̃0 connected. More precisely,p|b corresponds
to the subgroups−1

∗ ((p|)∗(π1Σ̃
0)). Note thatp andp| have the same degree, same

vertical degree and same horizontal degree. Ifdeg(p|b) = dh, then we say that
the coveringp is separable. The following result provides two classes of separable
coverings which will be used later.

Lemma 3.3. Letp : Σ̃ → Σ be an oriented Seifert manifold finite covering.
(i) If p has fiber degree one, thenp is a separable covering.
(ii) If Σ = F ×S

1 andp is a regular covering corresponding to an epimorphism
φ : π1N = π1F × Z → G = G1 × G2 satisfyingφ(π1F × {1}) = G1 and
φ({1} × Z) = G2 thenp is separable.

Proof. Using the same notations as above it is easy to see that the mapp|b : F̃0 →
O0 factors through covering mapsq : F̃0 → Õ0 and p̄ : Õ0 → O0 whereÕ0

denote the base of the bundleΣ̃0. Then we get

deg(p|b) = dh × deg(q) = deg(p)× deg(q)

sincep has vertical degree one. On the other hand, sincedeg(p|b) ≤ deg(p) then
deg(q) = 1. This proves (i).

If Σ is homeomorphic to a productF × S
1 then we have the following commu-

tative diagram

F̃
s̃

//

pb

��

Σ̃

p

��

F
s

// Σ

whereF̃ is connected. Sinceφ(π1F × {1}) = G1 thenp−1(s(F )) has|G2| com-
ponents and thusdeg(p) = deg(pb) × |G2|. Sincedeg(p) = |G1| × |G2| then
deg(pb) = |G1| = dh. This proves (ii). �

3.3. Lifting of coordinates and gluing matrices. From now on we assume the
graph manifoldN is coordinated. Letp : Ñ → N be a finite covering of graph
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manifolds. Then obviouslyΓÑ can be directly in a unique way such that the in-
duced mapp# : ΓÑ → ΓN preserves the directions of the edges. Below we also
assume thatΓÑ is directed in such a way.

Let p : Ñ → N be a finite covering of graph manifolds. Callp is separableif
the restrictionp| : Σ̃ → Σ on connected Seifert pieces is separable for all possible
Σ̃ andΣ. Call a coordinate onÑ is a lift of the coordinate ofN , if for each
possible coveringp| : Σ̃ → Σ on connected Seifert pieces, the(s, h)-basis ofΣ̃ is
lifted from the(s, h)-basis ofΣ.

Lemma 3.4. (i) Let p : Ñ → N be a separable finite covering of graph manifolds.
Then the coordinate ofN can be lifted onÑ .

(ii) Moreover, if the coveringp is characteristic, then for each componentT of
TN and for each component̃T overT we haveAT = AT̃ , where the coordinate of
Ñ is lifted fromN .

Proof. To prove (i), one need only to show that for a separable finite covering
p : Σ̃ → Σ of connected Seifert piece, then any(s, h)-basis ofΣ lifts to a (s, h)-
basis ofΣ̃.

Using the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 we have

deg(p|b) = dh × deg(q)

Since we assumedeg(p|b) = dh, thendeg(q) = 1 and thus̃s is a cross section.
This proves (i).

OnceN is coordinated, then each torusT in TN is associated with a unique
2×2-matrixAT provided by the gluing mapτ | : T−(s−, h−) → T+(s+, h+) such
thatτ(s−, h−) = (s+, h+)AT .

Similarly with lifted coordinate onÑ we haveτ̃ | : T̃−(s̃−, h̃−) → T̃+(s̃+, h̃+)

andτ(s̃−, h̃−) = (s̃+, h̃+)ÃT .

Since the coordinate of̃N are lifted fromN , andp ism-characteristic for some
m, we have the following commutative diagram

(s̃−, h̃−)
ÃT

//

×m

��

(s̃+, h̃+)

×m

��

(s−, h−)
AT

// (s+, h+)

Then one verifies directly that̃AT = AT . This proves (ii). �

3.4. The absolute volume and the absolute Euler number.We end this section
with a result (see Lemma 3.6) which states the relation between the absolute vol-
ume and the absolute Euler number of a graph manifold. First we begin with a
technical result.

Lemma 3.5. SupposeN is a closed graph manifolds withoutI(K) JSJ-piece.
(i) For any finite coveringÑ → N , |e|(Ñ ) = 0 if and only if|e|(N) = 0.
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(ii) There is a finite coveringp : Ñ → N which is separable and characteristic,
and each Seifert piece of̃N is the product of a surface of genus at least 2 and
the circle. MoreoverÑ may be chosen so thatΓÑ has two vertices ifΓN has two
vertices.

Proof. (i) follows from the definition and [LW, Proposition 2.3].
(ii) It has been proved in [LW, Proposition 4.4], that there is a characteristic

finite coveringp : Ñ → N whose each piece is the product of a surface and the
circle. By checking the proof, it is easy to see that the condition ”genus at least
2” can be satisfied; moreover the restrictionp| : Σ̃ → Σ on connected JSJ-pieces
is a composition of separable coverings described in Lemma 3.3, which is still
separable.

If moreoverΓN has exactly two verticesΣ1 andΣ2, then fori = 1, 2, denote
by pi : Σ̂i → Σi them-characteristic separable finite covering such thatΣ̂i is the
product of a surface of genus at least 2 and the circle. There exists a1-characteristic
finite coveringqi : Σ̃i → Σ̂i such that∂Σ̃1 and∂Σ̃2 have the same number of
components. Next one can gluẽΣ1 and Σ̃2 by the lift of the sewing involution
of N to get a characteristic and separable finite coveringp : Ñ → N whose dual
graph has two vertices. This completes the proof of the lemma. �

Lemma 3.6. LetN be a closed graph manifold withoutI(K) JSJ-pieces.
(i) If |e|(N) 6= 0 thenN admits a finite covering̃N with |SV |(Ñ ) 6= 0.
(ii) If |e|(N) = 0 thenN admits a finite covering̃N which can be coordinated

such that each gluing matrix is in the form±

(
0 1
1 0

)
.

Proof. By Lemma 3.5 (ii) letp : Ñ → N be a finite covering which is separable
and characteristic and each piece ofÑ∗ is a productF × S1 with g(F ) ≥ 2.

By Lemma 3.5 (i)|e|(N) 6= 0 implies |e|(Ñ ) 6= 0. By definition of|e|, e(Σ̂) 6=
0 for someΣ = F × S1 ∈ Ñ∗. Sinceg(F ) ≥ 2, SV (Σ̂) 6= 0, and hence
|SV |(Ñ ) 6= 0 by definition in Section 2.3. This proves (i).

Denote byΣ1, ...,Σn the components ofN∗. For eachi = 1, ..., n, denote by
(Σi, αi) the Seifert pieceΣi of N∗ endowed with its canonical framing. Since
e(N) = 0 then e(Σi(αi)) = e(Σ̂i) = 0 and thus there exists a finite covering
of Σ̂i, with fiber degree one, homeomorphic to a product. By pullingback this
covering via the quotient mapπ : Σi → Σ̂i we get a covering̃Σi of Σi such
that the framing(Σ̃i, α̃i) satisfies the following condition: there exists a properly
embedded incompressible surfaceFi in Σ̃i such that̃Σi ≃ Fi × S

1 and∂Fi = α̃i.
SupposeT is a component of∂Σi and T ′ is a component of∂Σj such that

T is identified toT ′ then the sewing involutionτ |T : T → T ′ lifts to a sewing
involution τ̃ : T̃ → T̃ ′, whereT̃ , resp. T̃ ′, denotes a component of∂Σ̃i, resp.
a component of∂Σ̃j , overT , resp. T ′. Indeed by our construction the induced
coveringsT̃ → T andT̃ ′ → T ′ correspond exactly to the subgroup ofπ1T , resp.
of π1T ′, generated byh andh′, whereh is the fiber ofΣi represented inT andh′ is
the fiber ofΣj represented inT ′, hence the gluing map lifts by the lifting criterion.
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Denote byηi the degree of the covering map̃Σi → Σi. Let

η = l.c.m.{η1, ..., ηn}

For eachi = 1, ..., n, taketi =
η
ηi

copies ofΣ̃i and glue the components of

m∐

i=1

(
ti copies ofΣ̃i

)

together via lifts of the sewing involutionτ of N to get a separable finite covering
p : Ñ → N . By coordinating each piecẽΣi of Ñ∗ with such a sectionFi and
its regular fiber,Ñ is coordinated. Clearly each component of∂Fi is identified
with the regular fiber of its adjacent piece and vice versa. Therefore each gluing

matrix should be in the form of

(
0 ±1
±1 0

)
. Since the determinant should be−1,

therefore the gluing matrix is in the form of±

(
0 1
1 0

)
. This proves point (ii). �

4. P̃SL(2,R)-VOLUME OF GRAPH MANIFOLDS

Let N be a closed graph manifold which consists of two JSJ-piecesΣ1 andΣ2

andn JSJ-tori{T1, ..., Tn}, moreover noΣi is I(K) and eachTi is shared by both
Σ1 andΣ2. Call such a manifoldn-multiple edges graph manifold, whose dual
graphΓN is shown in Figure 2. We assumeΓN is also directed as in Figure 2. In
this section we useAi for ATi

for short.

FIGURE 2.

Proposition 4.1. Let N be an-multiple edges graph manifold which is coordi-
nated. Assume that the gluing matrices ofN satisfy the conditionA1 = ±A2 =
... = ±An. ThenN admits a finite covering spacẽN such thatSV (Ñ) 6= 0.
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Corollary 4.2. SupposeN is a closed graph manifold whose dual graph has two
vertices and one edge. Then|D(M,N)| is finite for any 3-manifoldM .

Proof. We may suppose thatN contains noI(K) piece. OtherwiseN is doubly
covered by a non-trivial graph manifold which contains noI(K) piece and whose
dual graph still has two vertices and one edge (since we assume thatN is non-
trivial graph manifold). In any caseN has a finite cover̃N such thatSV (Ñ) 6= 0
by Proposition 4.1. Then by Lemmas 2.4 and 3.1,|D(M,N)| is finite for any
3-manifoldM . �

The proof of Proposition 4.1 follows from the a sequence of lemmas below.

Let N be an-multiple edges coordinated graph manifold. We say thatN sasti-
fies thePropertyI if

(1) The JSJ-pieceΣi is homeomorphic to a productFi × S
1 whereFi is an

oriented surface with genus≥ 2, for i = 1, 2;
(2) A1 = A2 = ... = An.

Lemma 4.3. LetN be an-multiple edges graph manifold satisfying the assump-
tion of Proposition 4.1. Then there exist separable and characteristic finite cover-
ingsp1 : N1 → N andp2 : N1 → N2 such thatN2 satisfies PropertyI.

Proof. By Lemma 3.5 (ii) and Lemma 3.4, we may assume thatN is an-multiple
edges graph manifold satisfying the assumption of Proposition 4.1, and moreover
Σi is homeomorphic to a productFi × S

1 whereFi is an oriented surface with
genus≥ 2.

May assume thatA1 = ... = Ak = −A andAk+1 = ... = An = A, 0 < k < n,
shown as in the left of Figure 3.

Denote byci,j the loops ofΓN corresponding to the ”composition”Ti.(−Tj),
note that hereTi represents an oriented edge. Thenci,k+1 for i = 1, ..., k andcj,n
for j = k + 1, ..., n − 1 form a basis ofH1(ΓN ) and we have

H1(ΓN ) = (⊕k
i=1〈ci,k+1〉)⊕ (⊕n−1

j=k+1〈cj,n〉)

Next we define an epimorphism

φ : H1(N,Z)
r∗→ H1(ΓN ;Z)

q
→ ⊕k

i=1〈ci,k+1〉
λ
→ Z/2Z

wherer∗ is induced by the retractionr : N → ΓN , q is the projection andλ
is defined byλ(ci,k+1) = 1̄ for any i ∈ {1, ..., k}. Denote byp1 : N1 → N
the2-fold covering corresponding toφ, and byµ the deck transformation of this
covering.

It is easy to see this covering is separable and1-characteristic. Moreover with
the lifted coordinates ofN , the directed graphΓN1

with gluing matrices±A, as
well as the two liftsΣ1

i andΣ2
i of Σi, i = 1, 2, are shown in the right of Figure 3.

LetΣj
i = F j

i ×S1. It is not difficult to see that there is an orientation preserving
involution ηji onΣj

i satisfying the following
(1) for ηji reverses both the orientation ofF j

i andS1,
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FIGURE 4. Fixed point free action ofZ/dZ

Keeping the coordinate onΣ′
1 and re-coordinatingΣ′

2 by (−s2,−h′2) if needed,

we may assume thatA =

(
1 b
0 −1

)
orA =

(
0 1
1 0

)
.

Suppose firstA =

(
1 b
0 −1

)
. DenoteF ′

1 ≃ F ′
2 by F . Let denote by

π : F ′
1 × h′1

∐
F ′
2 × h′2 → Σ = F × h

the trivial 2-fold covering map, whereπ(h′i) = h and π(si) = s. Denote by
ρ : Σ → Σ̂ the quotient map associated with the Dehn filling on∂Σ along the
curve b

(2,b)s−
2

(2,b)h, where(2, b) denotes the greatest common divisor of2 andb.

Note that, sinceb 6= 0, thenΣ̂ is aP̃SL(2,R)-manifold.
One can verify routinely that in theπ1 level the relations provided by gluingΣ′

1

andΣ′
2 via τ ′ are sent to the relation provided by Dehn filling onΣ via b

(2,b)s −

2
(2,b)h underρ, hence the mapρ ◦π : Σ′

1

∐
Σ′
2 → Σ̂ factors throughΣ

′

1

‘

Σ′

2

τ ′
≃ N ′
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which is sent intôΣ by a degree 2 map, since the sewing involutionτ ′ is orientation
reversing so thatN ′ inherits compatible orientations from the piecesΣ′

1 andΣ′
2.

In the case ofA =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, we can perform the same construction as above,

just replace the filling curve b
(2,b)s−

2
(2,b)h by the curves−h. This proves Lemma

4.5. �

By Lemmas 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 and their proofs, we have the following diagram:

N1

p1

��
p2

!!B
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

N3

p3

��
p4

!!B
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

N N2 N4

wherep1 andp2 are coverings provided by Lemma 4.3,p3 is the coverings provided
by Lemma 4.4, and the non-zero degree mapp4 is provided by Lemma 4.5, where
SV (N4) 6= 0. SinceSV has propertyD, SV (N3) 6= 0.

Consider the coveringÑ corresponding to the finite index subgroup
p2∗(π1N1) ∩ p3∗(π1N3) in π1N2. ThenÑ covers bothN1 (and thusN ) andN3,
andSV (Ñ) 6= 0. Then the proof of Proposition 4.1 is complete.

5. PROOF OFTHEOREM 1.1

5.1. Simplifications. LetN be a closed non-trivial graph manifold. We are going
to show that|D(M,N)| is finite for any given graph manifoldM .

(1) First we simplifyN : By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.5, there is a finite covering
Ñ of N satifying the condition (*): each JSJ piece ofÑ is a product of an oriented
surface with genus≥ 2 and the circle, and each JSJ torus is shared by two different
JSJ pieces.

By Lemma 3.1, if|D(M,N)| is not finite for some graph manifoldM , then
|D(P, Ñ)| is not finite for some graph manifoldP . So we may assumeN already
satisfies the condition (*).

(2) Then we simplifyM : For givenM , letH = {M1, ...,Mk} be the finite set of
graph manifolds provided by Proposition 2.2. By Proposition 2.2 (i), if |D(M,N)|
is not finite, then|D(Mi, N)| is not finite for someMi ∈ H. So may assume that
(**) M = Mi ∈ H for somei ∈ {1, ..., k}.

5.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 when|e|(N) 6= 0. Suppose|e|(N) 6= 0. By Lemma
3.6 and (*) in 5.1, we may assume that|SV |(N) 6= 0. Then there exists a Seifert
pieceQ of N∗ such thatSV (Q̂) 6= 0. By (**) in 5.1 and Propostion 2.2 (ii), we
may assume thatLQ(f) = f−1(Q) is a canonical submanifold ofM . Below we
denoteLQ(f) asLQ for short.

Lemma 5.1. LQ can be chosen so that any componentT of ∂LQ is shared by two
distinct Seifert pieces ofM : one inLQ and another inM \ LQ.
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Proof. Indeed if not, then there exists two distinct componentsT andT ′ of ∂LQ

which are identified by the sewing involutionτM of M and such thatT andT ′ are
sent byf into the same component of∂Q. Denote byL̄Q the canonical submani-
fold of M obtained by identifyingT andT ′ via τM . Since each component of∂Q
is shared by two distinct Seifert pieces ofN by the assumption in 5.1,f induces a
proper mapf̄ : L̄Q → Q. After finitely many such operations, we reach a newLQ

satisfying the requirement of Lemma 5.1 �

Below we assume thatLQ satisfies the requirement of Lemma 5.1. Now we
chooseLQ to be maximal in the sense that for any Seifert pieceS in M \ LQ

adjacent toLQ, S is not able to be added intoLQ by homotopy onf . Thenf(S) ⊂
BS, whereBS is a Seifert piece ofN , distinct fromQ and adjacent toQ.

SinceLQ is maximal, by Lemma 2.3, we deduce that for any Seifert pieceS
adjacent toLQ along a component of∂LQ, f |S : S → BS is fiber preserving.
Hence the proper mapf |LQ : LQ → Q preserves the canonical framings, and it
induces a map̂f : L̂Q → Q̂ between the closed manifolds obtained after Dehn
filling along the canonical framings. By Lemma 2.4 we have

SV (L̂Q) ≥ |deg(f̂)|SV (Q̂).

Sincedeg(f) = deg(f |LQ) = deg(f̂), we get

|deg(f)| ≤
SV (L̂Q)

SV (Q̂)
.

Therefore

|deg(f)| ≤ max

{
SV (L̂)

SV (Q̂)
|Q ∈ N∗, SV (Q̂) 6= 0;L is canonical inM

}

By Lemma 2.1 there are only finitely manŷQ and only finitely manŷL. So the
right side of the above inequality is finite. This completes the proof of Theorem
1.1 when|e|(N) 6= 0.

5.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 when|e|(N) = 0. By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.6 we

can assume each gluing matrix ofN is equal to±

(
0 1
1 0

)
.

Choose two distinct adjacent Seifert piecesS1 andS2 in N , denote byT =
∂S1 ∩ ∂S2 and byQ the connected graph manifoldS1 ∪T S2 (such Seifert pieces
exist by 5.1). By Proposition 2.2, we may assume thatf−1(Q) = LQ is a canonical
submanifold ofM .

Since each JSJ-torus ofN is shared by two different JSJ-pieces, by the same
arguments as in 5.2, we may assume that each component of∂LQ is shared by two
distinct Seifert pieces ofM one inLQ and another inM \LQ. Furthermore we can
arrangeLQ to be maximal in the sense of 5.2, then by Lemma 2.3, we deduce that
any Seifert pieceS′ of M adjacent toLQ is sent byf to a Seifert pieceB′ adjacent
toQ such thatf |S′ : S′ → B′ is fiber preserving.
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As in 5.2, it follows that the proper mapf |LQ : LQ → Q induces a map
f̂ : L̂Q → Q̂ between closed graph manifolds obtained by Dehn filling along the
canonical framings. Moreover, as in 5.2 we havedeg(f) = deg(f |LQ) = deg(f̂)
and thus

|D(M,N)| ≤ max
{
|D(L̂, Q̂)|L is canonical inM

}

Note thatQ̂ = Ŝ1 ∪T Ŝ2, whereŜi is obtained by Dehn filling along the canon-
ical framings on∂Si \ T , i = 1, 2. It follows that Q̂ satisfies the hypothesis of
Proposition 4.1. Then̂Q has a finite covering̃Q with SV (Q̃) 6= 0 by Proposition
4.1. Hence by Lemma 3.1, the set|D(L̂, Q̂)| is finite for anyL̂. Since by Lemma
2.1 there are only finitely manŷL, this completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 when
|e|(N) 6= 0. Hence Theorem 1.1 is proved.
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